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Abstract

Recent research on semantic search methods has given rise to a number of large
graph-based knowledge repositories which could form the basis of semantic search
engines, fully capable of finding and ranking facts. Similar to traditional Web
search, the ranking provided may prove to be satisfactory on average, however just
as in other types of knowledge bases, personalization could be highly beneficial
in ensuring that the result ordering is truly relevant to the specific user. While a
significant amount of work has been done in the areas of personalization on the
Web, XML search and databases, this thesis for the first time addresses the issue of
personalizing query results in the specific setting of graph-based knowledge bases.
The two main issues in personalization are explored in detail: i) the construction
of a user profile including a spreading activation methodology and a relation sim-
ilarity measure for the inference of user interests and ii) the formal description of
a model for personalized scoring based on that profile. We present techniques that
fully exploit the properties of graph-based knowledge repositories and validate the
proposed approach with initial experimental results.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to define and test a sound personalization strategy for the
graph-based setting. In the following sections we present the motivation for our
work, the goals we have set and a high-level overview of the methods developed to
achieve these goals.

1.1 Motivation

Before we delve into the details of our approach there are two key questions mo-
tivating this work that should be answered: i) Why is personalization important?
and ii) Why do we need structured data search?

1.1.1 Why personalization?

Personalization has been named as one of the key challenges in information re-
trieval. In a world where search results have been optimized for several years
already to serve the mass of all users, the last steps to go to yield considerable
improvements in search quality are widely believed to need as one building block
personalization. Personalization provides users with result rankings that closely re-
flect their interests as inferred from previous behavior, thus minimizing information
overload. With personalization we are going away from the impractical assumption
that people will always accurately specify their information need. Therefore, it has
the potential to significantly improve a user’s experience online. In fact, Google as
well as other big names on the Web employ personalization mechanisms on a large
scale when returning search results.

The capacity of personalization to disambiguate between terms is a strong moti-
vator for its use. Figure 1.1 is an example of personalization directly addressing
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term ambiguity problems. Here the term “Jaguar” is disambiguated using query
rewriting, a standard personalization technique. While the results from Google are
divided between “Jaguar” as an animal and “Jaguar” as a car brand, the results
from NAGA [15] are much more diverse providing a lot of room for personaliza-
tion. NAGA is the semantic search engine on which this work builds and it will be
discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

Figure 1.1: Personalization as a way to disambiguate terms; a) top two images from
Google Image Search for the query: “Jaguar”; b) top two images from Google
Image Search for the personalized rewritten query: “Jaguar car” c) results for
“Jaguar” in NAGA;

Besides providing benefits in result quality, personalization can provide benefits in
efficiency. Although this has not been extensively studied in the literature nor in
this work, it is easy to see that if there is prior knowledge of what the user might be
looking for, efficient techniques could be developed to make use of this knowledge.

1.1.2 Why structured data search?

The Web contains an enormous amount of useful information, yet searching for it is
still a challenge. Although Web search has gone a very long way in terms of quality
since its first days, it still stumbles when trying to go beyond the keyword concept.
Structured data search (also called semantic search in this work) is a means to look
for facts in a semantically interconnected knowledge base rather than for matching
keywords in a body of text.

A systematic way to organize information into facts is by means of ontologies.
Ontologies organize data in a manner that allows for the inference of semantic
relationships between different parts of the ontology. Here we are concerned with
the YAGO [31] ontology which is organized as a graph with typed edges. It consists
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of millions of facts extracted from Web-based corpora. Every fact is composed of
two entities (nodes) and an edge of a certain type (relation) connecting them.

NAGA utilizes YAGO as its underlying knowledge base. A graph-based query
language enables the formulation of queries with additional semantic information.
Parts of the facts from YAGO can be replaced with variables in order to create
queries. The search engine would then propose suitable values for the variables.
An example of how search in NAGA sets itself apart from the bag-of-words search
paradigm is shown in Figure 1.2. It might take countless hours to read news articles
and blogs to find actors who are married to writers if you rely on the results from
Google. NAGA, on the other hand, immediately provides concrete and correct
answers. The only limit being the size of the underlying ontology.

Figure 1.2: Semantic vs. keyword-based search; a) top results from Google for the
query: “actor married to a writer”; b) results from NAGA for the query “<$x ISA

actor>; <$y ISA writer>; <$x ISMARRIEDTO $y>”; $x and $y are variables that
can be filled in with matching parts of the ontology.

1.2 Goals of the Thesis

NAGA’s scoring model has been shown previously to be useful and effective (see
[15] for details). Our aim is to further enhance its effectiveness by incorporating
user interest into the scoring model. As a concrete example, suppose a user issues
a query in order to get a list of singers. The original NAGA scoring model ranks
popular singers like “Britney Spears” at the top. This would be acceptable if there
were no prior information about the kind of music the user prefers. However, if it
was known that the user had shown an interest in German music (possibly through
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a previous query or browsing session), then ranking “Hildegard Knef” and other
German singers at the top might be of more interest to him. In this work we present
a personalization approach that is capable of introducing such personal bias in the
search results.

We aim at a solution that works within the implicit user feedback paradigm [16].
A goal of this work is to be able to infer interest in information that the user has
not seen previously based on what he has accessed directly. We would like to
construct a truly rich user profile that takes into account the following properties
when computing personalized interest scores:

1. Nodes in the ontology - these are the actual entities and the classes that they
belong to. We would like to exploit the fact that semantically closer entities
are also close in the knowledge graph in terms of the shortest path between
them.

2. Relations in the ontology - edge types which semantically connect the enti-
ties. We would like to assign personalized scores to certain facts based on
the similarity their edge types have to the edge types of other facts.

3. Navigational patterns - the order in which various parts of the graph are ac-
cessed. Here the hypothesis is that by observing the order in which nodes are
accessed we can compute the probability of interest in certain nodes given a
location in the graph.

We discuss efficiency issues at various points in this work, still our primary objec-
tive is result quality. The presented approach aims to make use of persistent user
interests to improve result quality in the long run. However, an idea to also take
into account short-term information need with a simple extension of the described
approach is briefly discussed in Chapter 6.

1.3 Contributions and Basic Ideas

Figure 1.3 provides a high level overview of how personalization fits in the NAGA
system. When a user issues a query, NAGA retrieves a set of relevant facts. The
results are then ranked in the following two ways.

1. Using the original NAGA scoring model:
The NAGA ranking mechanism relies mostly on the measures of informa-
tiveness and confidence. Confidence is a value provided by the fact extractor
that indicates how confident it is that the fact was correctly extracted. In
broad terms informativeness describes the popularity of a certain fact on
the Web. To estimate it NAGA can use Google or any other search engine
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Figure 1.3: How personalization fits in; The final scoring depends on the original
NAGA scoring and on the personalized scores computed with the help of the user
profile. In turn, the user profile is updated based on which results the user finds
relevant.

that operates on data containing sufficient information about the facts in the
knowledge base.

2. Using the personalized scoring model:
In our approach a user profile can be thought of as a user-specific graph or
snippet of the original graph with scores attached to nodes and edges for
every user. Thus, this is by design a server-side approach. Scores for nodes
are propagated by proximity within the graph, while scores for edges are
computed based on the semantic similarity that edges have. Also, transitional
probabilities for facts are taken into account. The proposed scoring model is
similar in spirit to the one originally used in NAGA, and as such it can be
seen as its logical extension.

Rankings from both models are taken into account when the final ordering of re-
sults is generated. Initially, the personal profile of a user is empty and results
depend entirely on the NAGA scoring model. The actions of the user for the initial
results are then used to determine which results he finds relevant. A click on a
result, for example, is an action that might indicate interest. The user profile is up-
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dated based on such information. This profile is then used to provide personalized
scores for the results of a subsequent query. The process of collecting feedback
and updating the profile then repeats.

In a nutshell, we make the following contributions:

1. The conceptualization of user profiles as snippets of the knowledge graph
is presented. Further, we describe methods to infer user interest across this
graph.

2. We construct a formal probabilistic personalized ranking model to meet the
goals set in the previous section.

3. Initial evaluation of the personalization method is provided.

1.4 Overview

In the next chapter we examine related work and compare our approach to previous
efforts in personalizing Web search and search in databases and XML. Chapter 3
covers some basic concepts behind YAGO and NAGA essential as a background for
the current work. In Chapter 4 we describe in detail the generation of user profiles
and the probabilistic scoring model. Then in Chapter 5 we discuss implementation
and provide experimental results. Future directions are discussed in Chapter 6.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a brief summary.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

Our present work on personalizing the search in a graph finds related work on per-
sonalization in various fields: in Web search, XML search, as well, as in databases.
We provide a short overview of the works in each area. However, to the best of our
knowledge we are the first ones to propose an approach for personalizing search
over a knowledge base such as YAGO.

2.1 Personalization on the Web

There have been many efforts to tackle personalization in the Web setting. Here
we will briefly discuss some exemplary references that belong to major categories
within the field. Works that incorporate implicit user feedback include [32][28][8].
These approaches also exemplify client-side personalization. In [32] Teevan et
al. modify the probabilistic retrieval ranking function BM25 [24] to account for
personal interests by weighing terms that are relevant to the user profile higher.
They build upon data collected over a long period of time. No mechanism is
provided to specifically account for interests that last only for a short time. The
approach in [28] can be seen as focusing on the opposite: personalization de-
pends on whether the previous query is related to the current query. In this way
the “ad-hoc” information need is satisfied but the long-term user interests are not
considered. Google’s Web History1 is an example of a commercial server-side
implicit-feedback-based product.

In [20] the authors make an important step forward and propose selective person-
alization. Through hierarchical clustering a user’s search history is grouped into
tasks in order to choose relevant information at the right granularity from the user
profile instead of superimposing it as a whole. In addition, a decision is made on a
query-by-query basis whether personalization should be employed.

1www.google.com/psearch
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Another class of personalization techniques is inspired by the now classic link-
analysis-based authority algorithms HITS [18] and PageRank [22]. In [5] Chang
et al. present an approach for personalizing HITS. [33] is another example of us-
ing an algorithm similar to HITS for personalization. Haveliwala [10] was first
to propose modifying the PageRank algorithm to accommodate for personaliza-
tion. The 16 top level categories from ODP2 are used to pre-compute 16 topic
specific RageRank vectors by setting the random jump probability for each node
in a nonuniform fashion depending on whether a page belongs to a specific topic.
In [13] Jeh et al. propose a decomposition during the computation which allows
to consider arbitrary topic vectors instead of a limited pre-defined set of topics as
in [10]. The personalization principle as such is the same, however, this approach
allows for a more efficient computation. Instead of only considering a single user’s
profile when adapting link-analysis-based authority algorithms, the profiles of a
whole community of users can be taken into account. Smyth describes such an
approach in [30].

Very few of the works that tackle Web personalization have obvious commonalities
with our approach. Firstly, because of the lack of sophisticated textual information
in the knowledge base. And secondly, because of the semantically interconnected
entities, not present on the Web. Sieg et al. [29] present an approach to personalized
search that involves building models of user context as ontological profiles by as-
signing implicitly derived interest scores to existing concepts in a domain ontology
(ODP). Interest scores are assigned using spreading activation over the ontology.
These scores are then used to re-rank Web results. Along similar lines Jiang et
al. [14] introduce a personalization approach for semantic search. Their methodol-
ogy is similar to ours in that they employ a domain ontology, and reason on user
interest in concepts and relations. They consider long-term interest scores based
on previous accesses, and perform spreading activation on the concepts present in
the initial query result set. By combining scores from the spreading activation with
the long-term interest weights, results “close” to the result set that have been ac-
cessed before will be ranked highest. By performing spreading activation on the
result set instead of the user profile, this approach, however, does not allow to in-
fer interest in concepts related to the ones previously accessed by the user. Both
approaches consider personalizing document search and do not tackle the problem
of personalizing the search over a knowledge graph.

2.2 Personalization in Databases and XML

Our work bears some commonalities with personalization in databases because of
the lack of elaborate textual information. However, the knowledge base we con-

2The Open Directory Project is a hierarchically organized Web link directory maintained by vol-
unteer contributors. http://www.dmoz.org/
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sider is schema-free as opposed to databases and XML where a successful person-
alization system needs to be adapted to the schema at hand.

In [19], Koutrika et al. present a personalization framework for database users that
relies on user profiles which comprise user preferences with respect to atomic
query elements such as individual join conditions or selections. At query-time,
the preferences most relevant to the query and user are selected from the profile,
and integrated to form a new modified database query. This query-rewriting pro-
cess is inherently hard as, e.g., conflicting constraints need to be properly handled.
Koutrika et al. provide means for handling syntactical conflicts, however, semanti-
cal conflicts are schema-dependent and thus not generally addressable.

XML query expansion based on the content of the elements is presented in [21][35].
Pan describes an interesting approach in [23]. He proposes query expansion con-
sidering ontological similarities. After initial feedback from the user a query spe-
cific ontology is constructed from parts of the global ontology and the query itself.
That new ontology is then used for expansion. The query specific ontology is aug-
mented after every round of feedback.

In [26][27] Schenkel and Theobald present a way for structural query expansion
based on relevance feedback for XML. Their work differs from purely content
based query expansion by taking into account the semistructured makeup of XML.
The result is a method for a weighted content and structural query expansion. Hsu
et al. [12] present an approach along similar lines based on pseudo feedback and
only a portion of the document. XML structure is also considered by Wang et
al. in [34]. They propose an extension of Preference XPath [17] for the purposes
of personalized MPEG-7 digital libraries.

In [2], Amer-Yahia et al. present a demo of their XML personalization system PI-
MENT. In their approach a user profile is a set of rules of the form (condition,
action, conclusion). The condition and conclusion parts are XQuery full text, and
action can be add, remove or replace. Whenever a query matches a rule condition,
it is re-written accordingly. However, the generation of the rules in the user profile
requires the user’s active participation. This work is extended by PIMENTO [3].
There the authors represent profiles with scoping rules and ordering rules. Scoping
rules allow for narrowing or broadening the scope of the query, while ordering rules
specify how to rank answers in a personalized fashion. A way to resolve conflicts
and ambiguities in the scoping rules as well as in the ordering rules is described.
Further, top-k pruning is used to improve the efficiency of the personalization mod-
ule.

9
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Chapter 3

Background

This work is motivated by large graph-based knowledge repositories such as YAGO
[31]. While our techniques can be adapted and applied to any system where the
underlying knowledge-base is a graph and the query results are graphs or trees, in
this work, we incorporate our personalization strategies in the framework provided
by NAGA [15], a new semantic search engine. Before we present our personaliza-
tion strategy it is important to understand the search engine it builds on together
with the underlying ontology. In this chapter we describe i) features of the YAGO
knowledge base, ii) specifics about using the NAGA interface and iii) the search
engine’s scoring methods.

3.1 The YAGO Ontology

YAGO1 is a rich ontology that combines facts extracted from WordNet [9] and
Wikipedia2. Currently YAGO contains over 16 million facts, making it the largest
publicly available ontology of its kind. It is the basis of the NAGA search engine
and its properties are the basic building blocks for the user profiles employed for
personalization.

The basic element that we deal with is the fact. A fact in YAGO has the form of
<entity RELATION entity>. The collection of facts forms a directed graph with
the entities being the vertices and the edges between them being labeled with re-
lation types. Entities can be classes or individuals. An individual can be thought
of as a single Wikipedia page describing a unique item. Classes are entities that
join individuals sharing certain properties. Classes can be thought of as Wikicat-
egory pages. Wikicategory pages are pages in Wikipedia that collect references

1Data files and a simple query system for YAGO are freely available at this URL:
http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/˜suchanek/downloads/yago/

2A volunteer edited Web-encyclopedia. http://www.wikipedia.org
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to other Wikipedia pages that belong to a certain topic. For example, the page
Maritime history of Europe belongs to the Wikicategory History of Europe.

Figure 3.1: A small part of the YAGO ontology; blue nodes are words, green are
individuals; classes are colored red. The confidence of a fact and the relation is
shown next to the edges.

A relation brings together two entities. An edge labeled with a relation type ex-
ists when the two entities are semantically connected. For example, we can have
the relation bornIn connecting the entities Albert Einstein and Ulm or the relation
TYPE connecting Albert Einstein and Physicist. Individuals connect to classes with
the TYPE relation. Classes connect to other classes by means of the SUBCLASSOF

relation. There are around 100 such relations in YAGO at present. It is important
to note that YAGO is very rich in non-taxonomic relations making the individuals
layer very well connected. The graph also contains nodes known as words which
are also entities. Words are essentially synonyms for the individuals and connect to
them with the MEANS relation. Most often they are used to allow the user to omit
the underscore character from the names of individuals. For example the individual
can be called “Albert Einstein” however because there is a suitable word node we
can write “Albert Einstein” or just “Einstein”. Words also often contain alternative
spellings, nicknames or translations in languages different from English. Figure
3.1 presents a snippet of the knowledge graph visually.

12



The YAGO model is an extension of RDFS3. It is designed to be expressive and
extensible, while remaining decidable.

Because the facts contained in YAGO are not entered by humans, but rather auto-
matically extracted with rule-based and heuristic methods, we cannot be absolutely
confident in the correctness of the facts. Thus, each fact is associated with a con-
fidence value derived from how certain the extraction engine is that the fact was
accurately extracted from the primary source. These confidence values range be-
tween 90% and 98%. An empirical evaluation has shown the accuracy of the facts
in the ontology to be around 95%.

3.2 The NAGA Search Engine

NAGA is a semantic search engine that uses the YAGO knowledge base, organized
as a graph with typed edges. Both queries and results from NAGA are expressed
as graphs. Results are ranked with a scoring model, based on the principles of
generative language models [11]. In this section we first look at NAGA from a
user’s perspective, then aspects of the scoring model are examined.

3.2.1 NAGA in Use

NAGA comes with its own query language. Formulating a query is rather straight-
forward. A query is in the form of a fact which has one or more parts left unbound.
An unbound entity or relation is a part of a fact that has been replaced by a vari-
able. A fact with unbound parts is called a fact template and is formally defined
in the next subsection. If we want to find out what Britney Spears is, we can issue
the query: <Britney Spears ISA $x>. Here $x is a variable and any entity might
come in its place if it matches the rest of the query graph. In this case the results
show that $x can be replaced by singer, actor, dancer, music video director and
composer. If we want to find any fact about Britney Spears we could issue a query
like: <Britney Spears $X $y> or <$y $X Britney Spears>. This leaves one entity
and the relation unbound. Thus, with these query graphs we can match any fact
about Britney Spears. Besides the information we get from the previous query, we
are now also shown Britney Spears’ date of birth, her albums, her songs, alterna-
tive ways in which she is called etc. A query can be composed of several parts as
shown in the motivating example in Figure 1.2. There the query is composed of
three parts:

<$x ISA actor>

3Resource Description Framework Schema: a W3C knowledge representation language for on-
tologies. http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/
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<$y ISA writer>
<$x ISMARRIEDTO $y>

The graph formed by this query is shown in Figure 3.2. The results of the query are
married couples where $x is an actor and $y is a writer. For example, one of the
returned results is Marilyn Monroe (actor) and Arthur Miller (writer). The ability
to compose arbitrarily complex queries in this way and get precise answers makes
search in NAGA extremely powerful.

Figure 3.2: A NAGA query graph composed of several parts. This query lists the
names of actors married to writers.

A type of query that we have not discussed so far is the connect query. A connect
query shows how two entities are related by finding paths on the knowledge graph
between them. If we issue the query <Britney Spears CONNECT Hildegard Knef>
we would find out, as expected, that they are both singers and actors. The connect
query can often lead to finding unexpected and little known relations. For example
the query <Hildegard Knef CONNECT Max Planck> produces:

<Gustav Ludwig Hertz DIEDIN Berlin>
<Hildegard Knef DIEDIN Berlin>

<Gustav Ludwig Hertz HASACADEMICADVISOR Max Planck>

The NAGA search engine has a public Web interface4 where users can input queries
and browse results. Once a query is resolved the results are presented as graphs in
textual form with attached scores. Bindings for the variables are given below the
graph for each result. When a user clicks on a result, an ontology browser opens
focused on the part of the YAGO graph that contains the result. Screenshots of the
results page and the ontology browser are shown in Figure 3.3. From the ontology
browser the user can freely explore other parts of the graph by following the edges
from entity to entity. Incorporating this navigational behavior into the personalized
scoring model is among our goals and it will be tackled in the next chapter.

Entities depicted in the browsable ontology graph link to the Wikipedia page that
corresponds to them. In this way a user can explore the primary source from where
a fact came to look for further information. This is easily accomplished as YAGO
holds information on the Wikipedia page for each entry.

4http://www.mpi-inf.mpg.de/˜kasneci/naga/
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Figure 3.3: The NAGA interface; a) Query interface; b) Graph viewer;
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3.2.2 NAGA Internals

NAGA is a semantic search engine with a large knowledge graph of facts. It’s query
language is based on SPARQL5 and the results and queries are naturally regarded
as graphs. When a query graph is entered, NAGA tries to find subgraphs that
satisfy the query. These subgraphs are then scored. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion, NAGA’s scoring model evaluates answer graphs based on confidence (higher
confidence facts are preferred), informativeness (“popular” facts are preferred) and
compactness (“tightly connected” answers are preferred), which are integrated into
a unified framework. NAGA’s approach is inspired by existing work in the area of
language models [11] for information retrieval on document collections. The au-
thors of NAGA adapt and extend the language model paradigm to the new domain
of labeled and weighted graphs. Here we outline how the scoring model is derived.

NAGA’s scoring model assumes that a query q is generated by a probabilistic model
of a result graph g. A query q is represented as q = q1q2...qk, where qi is a fact
template (that is, if a fact is represented as <x R y>, a fact template has at least one
of x, R or y unbound). Analogously, a result graph g is represented as g = g1g2...gk,
where gi is a fact matching the fact template qi. The ranking of a result graph is
based on P(g|q), which is the probability that the result graph g generated the
(observed) query q.

After applying Bayes formula and dropping a graph-independent constant, we
have: P(g|q) ∼ P(q|g)P(g) where P(g) is the prior and is assumed to be uniform.
We now estimate P(q|g) as: P(q|g) = ∏n

i=1 P(qi|g). The likelihood of a fact tem-
plate given an answer graph is now modeled as a mixture of two distributions,
P̃(qi|g) and P̃(qi) as follows:

P(qi|g) = α · P̃(qi|g)+(1−α) · P̃(qi),0≤ α≤ 1 (3.1)

P̃(qi|g) is the probability of drawing qi randomly from an answer graph, P̃(qi) is the
probability of drawing qi randomly from the total knowledge graph and α is either
automatically learned (via EM iterations [11]) or set to an empirically calibrated
global value. [11] and [36] show the connection between this style of probabilistic
models and the popular t f · id f heuristics.

In order to capture confidence, informativeness and compactness, P̃(qi|g) is mod-
eled by a mixture model which puts different weights on confidence and informa-
tiveness. This is close in spirit to linear interpolation models used for smoothing
[36].

5SPARQL is a W3C recommendation for an RDF query language. Exact specifications can be
found at: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/
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P̃(qi|g) = β ·Pcon f (qi|g)+(1−β) ·Pin f o(qi|g) (3.2)

0≤ β≤ 1

Here Pcon f depends on how confident we are that the fact was extracted correctly
and how much we trust its source. What is more interesting is how Pin f o is com-
puted. For a query template qi = (x′,r′,y′) and f = (x,r,y):

Pin f o( f |qi) =





P(x|r,y) if x’ is unbound in qi

P(y|r,x) if y’ is unbound in qi

P(r|x,y) if r’ is unbound in qi

P(x,y|r) if x’, y’ are both unbound in qi

P(x,r|y) if x’, r’ are both unbound in qi

P(r,y|x) if r’, y’ are both unbound in qi

P(x,r,y) else

(3.3)

These probabilities can be estimated as:

P(x|r,y) =
P(x,r,y)
P(r,y)

=
P(x,r,y)

∑x′ P(x′,r,y)
(3.4)

P(x,r,y)≈ |W (x,r,y)|
∑x′,r′,y′ |W (x′,r′,y′)| (3.5)

In practice informativeness is computed by estimating the number of witness pages
W for a fact by taking the number of hits a major search engine like Google re-
turns6. In this way, to estimate the informativeness of the facts <Britney Spears
ISA singer>, <Hildegard Knef ISA singer> and <Minko Dudev ISA singer> for
the query <$x ISA singer> we have:

P(Britney Spears|isa,singer)≈ #hits(Britney Spears singer)
#hits(singer)

≈ 0.17

P(Hildegard Kne f |isa,singer)≈ #hits(Hildegard Knef singer)
#hits(singer)

≈ 4.4×10−4

P(Minko Dudev|isa,singer)≈ #hits(Minko Dudev singer)
#hits(singer)

≈ 1.5×10−8

6The most current version of NAGA has these values pre-computed from the Wikipedia dataset
to improve efficiency
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Another factor that plays a role in the NAGA ranking is the query background
model. It influences the importance that different fact templates have in the query.
Intuitively, the more specific one is deemed more important. For example, given
a two part query like <$x ISA singer>;<$x ISCITIZENOF USA> the first part
would be given more importance as we have a lot less facts matching <$x ISA

singer> than <$x ISCITIZENOF USA>. In Chapter 4 we present a personalized
background model.

For further details on the estimation of each of the component probabilities as well
as the background model P̃(qi) and the query processing in NAGA, we refer the
reader to [15].

In summary, we use PNAGA to refer to the ranking provided by NAGA. In the next
chapter we develop a new scoring model Puser which ranks results based only on
the user preference. We then combine Puser with PNAGA to get the personalized
scoring model, Ppersonalized .
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Chapter 4

Our Approach to Personalizing
Search in NAGA

In the previous chapter the scoring model behind NAGA was examined. Now we
present techniques that aim at augmenting it by providing personalized scores ac-
cording to the goals set in Chapter 1. We describe the creation of a rich user profile
that takes advantage of the properties of the knowledge graph and the NAGA in-
terface in Section 4.1 and define a personalization method that makes use of this
profile in Section 4.2.

4.1 User Profile

A user profile corresponding to a single user is, conceptually, a snippet of the
knowledge graph with interest scores attached to entities and facts. While NAGA
estimates informativeness as well as the background model based on the whole
knowledge graph, user-specific scores are derived from only the portion of the
graph that belongs to the user profile. Intuitively, we associate interest scores to
entities and facts which have been accessed by the user. However, since the actual
number of elements which the user accesses is a very small fraction of the actual
knowledge base, we allow propagation of interest scores to the neighbors of the
accessed entities, as well as to related facts in order to reason about the context of
his interests and to incorporate them in future queries. We discuss how these scores
are assigned and propagated in this section.

4.1.1 Entity Score Assignment and Propagation

We first consider the problem of assigning and propagating interest scores to enti-
ties.
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Score Assignment

Initially, all entities have an interest score of ε > 0, a very small default interest
score. When the user accesses an entity k, the interest score of that entity Pin(k) is
updated to:

Pin(k) =
#accesses(k)

Σn#accesses(n)
(4.1)

where the numerator is the total number of times k has been accessed and the
denominator is the total number of entity accesses in the knowledge graph.

Score Propagation

The interest score described so far only accounts for the entities the user already
knows. A personalization based only on these interest scores would limit the user
in his desire of discovering new entities, and would miss the opportunity of gen-
eralizing more abstract user interests from the observed user access patterns. And
so, in order to infer the user’s interest, we allow for the propagation of scores from
accessed entities. We make use of spreading activation over the ontology graph to
propagate scores in the neighborhood of directly accessed entities. In some early
works in the field of Psychology spreading activation has been employed to model
cognitive processes [4][6]. In the area of Computer Science it has been applied to
ontologies for various tasks ranging from searching the Semantic Web [25] to Web
personal profiles [29] to identifying communities of practice [1].

Given that an entity k was accessed, we first need to determine which other entities
are candidates for score propagation. A natural candidate is the class of the entity
accessed. Consider the example depicted in Figure 4.1. In the first iteration, the en-
tity Britney Spears is accessed. Thus, we infer in the second iteration that the user
may be interested in other entities of the classes American pop singer and Amer-
ican child singer. And so, we propagate a portion of the updated interest score
for Britney Spears to the American pop singer and American child singer classes.
Similarly, we can also propagate a portion of the score to other entities of these
classes. For instance, Sheryl Crow receives score from American pop singer in
the following iteration. Singer, the class of which American pop singer and Amer-
ican child singer are children, is given the sum of the propagated scores from these
two classes. To avoid cycles, each edge can be traversed at most once during propa-
gation. Thus there is no interest score propagated back from American pop singer
to Britney Spears in this step. Further, we continue to propagate interest scores
up the class hierarchy until the root node entity. And so, the interest scores can
flow from entity to class, from class to class and from class to entity, but not from
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Figure 4.1: Entity score propagation; a) The process begins from Britney Spears
because it is the entity in which the user has shown direct interest. b) Score is
propagated to the direct parents of the node. But no score is propagated along
the FAMILYNAMEOF relation as there is no class at either end. c) Now score is
propagated to entities from the classes just given score in the previous iteration.
The entity Britney Spears receives no score as it has already been given a score
in step a). Note that the scores from classes American pop singer and Ameri-
can child singer are summed when the score for the class Singer is computed. In
d) and e) the process is repeated for the right side of the graph but starting from the
top until all nodes that satisfy the propagation requirements are visited.
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entity to entity. Thus in our sample propagation, there is no flow of interest from
Britney Spears to Spears across the FAMILYNAMEOF relation. This is to prevent
interest scores from topic drifts to rather unrelated concepts. E.g., via the same
relation FAMILYNAMEOF Britney Spears is connected to Heather Spears, a Cana-
dian artist and poet.

More formally, our entity interest propagation scheme can be described as follows.
Let k be the node whose interest score was updated. Let Q be the set of its qualified
neighbors. That is, nodes which are eligible for score propagation (for example,
the class of entity k), but to which the score has not yet been propagated. For each
i ∈ Q, we update the interest score using the formula:

P∗in(i) = Pin(i)+
Pin(k) ·λ
|Q| (4.2)

where the left hand side denotes the updated interest score for entity i, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1
is a damping factor to control the amount of score to be propagated, and |Q| is the
number of qualifying edges. The above formula propagates equally damped scores
to each of the entities connected to a qualifying edge. The set of qualifying edges
consists of the relations SUBCLASSOF and TYPE. The propagation is repeated
for each entity in Q until there are no more entities left, or the propagated score
mass (Pin(i) ·λ) is less than a pre-defined threshold. Finally, a normalization of the
obtained entity interest scores lets us cast P∗in(i) into the probability of user interest
in entity i.

4.1.2 Fact Score Assignment and Propagation

The user may be interested in two different entities in the knowledge graph. If
these entities are connected by a relation, we may be tempted to infer that the user
is interested in the fact denoted by these two nodes and the edge connecting them.
However, since the user could have independently accessed either entity in different
contexts, this inference may not be valid. And so, we assign interest scores to facts
separately taking into account the properties of the edges.

Score Assignment

Initially, all facts have an interest score of ε > 0, a very small default score. Anal-
ogous to the case of entities, when the user accesses a fact f , the interest score of
that fact is updated to:

Pin( f ) =
#accesses( f )

Σn#accesses(n)
(4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Fact score propagation; a) When a particular fact has been accessed, it
is directly given a score. b) All facts in the graph which have the same type of edge
are given scores. c) All other facts are assigned scores according to the similarity
their edge types have with the edge type of the initial fact as shown in Equation
4.5.

where the numerator is the total number of times f has been accessed and the
denominator is the total number of fact accesses in the knowledge graph.

Score Propagation

In order to infer the user’s interests, we need to propagate interest scores from
specific facts to other “related” facts. We need to first identify candidates for score
propagation. There are at least a couple of cases to consider here: i) facts with the
same relation as the accessed fact, ii) facts with relations “similar” to the relation
of the accessed fact.

For the first case, we propagate equal score to each fact with the same relation as
the accessed fact. Let f be the edge accessed. Let F be the set of facts with the
same relation as f . For each fact i ∈ F , we update its score to:

P∗in(i) = Pin(i)+
Pin( f ) ·λ
|F | (4.4)

where the left hand side denotes the updated interest score for fact i, 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 is
a damping factor to control the amount of score to be propagated, and |F| is the
number of qualifying edges. As with the case of entities, only a dampened score
is added to each of the other facts. In the example in Figure 4.2, interest is thus
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propagated from the fact <Albert Einstein BORNIN Ulm> to <Hildegard Knef
BORNIN Ulm>.

Next, we consider relations which are similar to the relation of the accessed fact.
For example, BORNIN and ORIGINATESFROM are obviously similar relations since
the entities that can have these relations have the same classes – person and
location. However, the same entity may belong to different classes. And so, in
order to more precisely quantify the similarity, we utilize a similarity metric. Let
<x R y> denote a fact. Let le f t denote the set of classes to which x belongs and
let right denote the set of classes to which y belongs where r is the edge type. Note
that all entities belong to the class entity. Let i and j be two sets of facts corre-
sponding to relations Ri and R j respectively. The similarity between Ri and R j is
computed as follows:

similarityi j = (
|le f ti∩ le f t j|

max(|le f ti|, |le f t j|) +
|righti∩ right j|

max(|righti|, |right j|))/2 (4.5)

Let f be the edge accessed and R be the set of relations in the knowledge graph
which are different from the relation of f . For each i ∈ R, we first compute the
similarity score S(i) using the formula above. Let Fi be the set of facts with relation
i. For each fact fi ∈ Fi, we update the interest score as follows:

P∗in( fi) = Pin( fi)+
Pin( f ) ·λ
|Fi| ·S(i) (4.6)

where λ is the damping factor. Note that the similarity S(i) acts as a weighting fac-
tor to give higher weight to facts with highly similar relations as compared to facts
with less similar relations. In our example in Figure 4.2, this means that interest
is propagated from <Albert Einstein BORNIN Ulm> to the fact <Britney Spears
ORIGINATESFROM Kentwood Louisiana> as follows. Each of the entities in-
volved in the two facts belong to the following classes.

Albert Einstein ∈ Physicists,German Americans,Paci f ists, person

Britney Spears ∈ Singers,English Americans,Actors, person

Ulm ∈ Cities in Baden Württemberg,city,municipality, location

Kentwood Louisiana ∈ Towns in Louisiana, town,municipality, location

Then the similarity between the two facts amounts to (0.25+0.5)/2 = 0.375. And
so, a score of 0.375 is propagated from the first fact with Einstein to the second
fact with Spears. Again, a final normalization step allows us to treat interest scores
P∗in( f ) as the probability of user interest in the fact f.
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4.1.3 Directional Navigation Scores

So far we have covered the score assignment and propagation methodology for en-
tities and facts. Beyond interest inferences based on direct accesses and propaga-
tion based on entity, respectively, fact similarity, we want to exploit the knowledge
about the user interactions with the graph browser. Especially, we aim to consider
user graph accesses in the context of their immediately preceding actions.

A personalized Markov model of the user access patterns on the knowledge graph
is added to the personal profile. The entities of the knowledge graph are associated
with visiting probabilities, and transition probabilities are attached to each fact.
For each edge another edge in reverse direction is introduced to also track the
order in which the user accesses entities, i.e., each fact <x R y> is modeled by two
edges with corresponding transition probabilities Pr(x→ y) and Pr(y→ x). Without
any prior information on the user, transition probabilities are assumed to follow
a uniform distribution. Each user interaction with the knowledge graph leads to
an update in the respective transition probabilities based on maximum likelihood
probability estimation. For this purpose we associate two additional scores with
every fact depending on the order in which its entities are expanded. The process
is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Scores assigned in this way are used in the next section
to define a user-specific informativeness measure.

Figure 4.3: Assigning scores from users’ navigation patterns; Entities accessed
first are shown in color. a) If he node Kentwood Louisiana is expanded from Brit-
ney Spears this vector is assigned a score. The same thing happens in b) but in the
opposite direction.

4.2 Personalization Strategy

We cast our personalized ranking approach in a probabilistic model. To allow
for tuning of the strength of the employed personalization at any time, we define
our personalized ranking function as a mixture of the original ranking function
PNAGA(g|q) of NAGA and the user-biased ranking function Puser(g|q) as follows:
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Ppersonalized(g|q) = γ.PNAGA(g|q)+(1− γ).Puser(g|q) (4.7)

Thus by choosing γ appropiately, the influence of the user-specific ranking bias can
be regulated.

In the following, we derive our proposal for estimating the user-specific probability
that the answer graph g is relevant to the query q. Applying Bayes’ rule we have
Puser(g|q) ≈ Puser(q|g) ·Puser(g). The denominator Puser(q) can be dropped as it is
the same for all answer graphs and thus has no influence on the ranking order. With
Puser(g) assumed to be uniform, we are left with Puser(q|g), the probability that the
answer graph g generated the query q given the user profile.

Recall that a query is expressed as q = q1q2...qk where qi is a fact template. A
fact template is of the form <x R y> where at least one of x, R or y is unbound.
Assuming independence between fact templates, we have

Puser(q|g) =
n

∏
i=1

Puser(qi|g) (4.8)

Again we apply Bayes’ rule to obtain

Puser(qi|g)≈ Puser(g|qi) ·Puser(qi) (4.9)

Puser(g|qi) is the probability that the answer graph g matches the fact template qi.
Puser(g|qi) assesses the informativeness of the answer graph given the query tem-
plate and user profile, while Puser(qi) serves the purpose of a user-specific back-
ground model. These measures are derived in more detail below.

4.2.1 Definition of the user-specific background model

The background model weights the different fact templates in the query (this is
similar in spirit to term weighting in standard IR). In order to weight the fact tem-
plates, we need to reason on the bound parts of each fact template qi, and weight
different query units against each other depending on the user interest. That is

Puser(qi) =





P∗in(x) if only x is bound in qi

P∗in(y) if only y is bound in qi

P∗in(x) ·P∗in(y) if x, y are bound in qi

∑ f ′=(s,R,t) P∗in( f ′) if only R is bound in qi

P∗in(x) ·∑ f ′=(s,R,t) P∗in( f ′) if x, R are bound in qi

P∗in(y) ·∑ f ′=(s,R,t) P∗in( f ′) if R, y are bound in qi

(4.10)
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Clearly, when only one of the entities is bound, the user interest boils down to his
interest in that particular entity. Our score propagation scheme ensures that both
direct as well as indirect interest in the entity play a role in the final interest score.
However, when both entities are bound, we have the choice of either multiplying
or adding the user interest in those entities. We chose multiplication based on the
intuition that interest in two entities may have been expressed independently of
each other.

The last three cases deal with fact templates when the relation is bound. When only
the relation is bound, the user interest in that relation is the sum of interest in all
facts containing that relation. Note that if the user has previously expressed interest
in very few facts containing this relation, our propagation takes care that other facts
with the same relation receive only a damped score. As in the previous case, if an
entity as well as a relation are both bound, we then assume independence in the
user interest in each of them and multiply the interest scores.

4.2.2 Definition of the user-specific informativeness

Since the bound arguments of a query q, comprising of fact templates, are the same
for each answer graph g, in order to rank the answer graphs, we now need to reason
on the user interest in the unbound parts of the query. And so, we need to estimate
the probability of Puser(g|qi).

Puser(g|qi) = ∏
f∈match(qi,g)

Puser( f |qi) (4.11)

Because each qi has a match f, this reduces to estimating the probability of Puser( f |qi).

Puser( f |qi) =





P(r|x,y) if r’ is unbound in q
P(x|r,y) if x’ is unbound in qi

P(y|x,r) if y’ is unbound in qi

P(x,y|r) if x’, y’ are both unbound in qi

P(x,r|y) if x’, r’ are both unbound in qi

P(r,y|x) if r’, y’ are both unbound in qi

P(x,r,y) else

(4.12)

These probabilities are derived from the Markov model of the user access patterns
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described in Section 4.1.3 as follows.

P(x|r,y) =
Pr(y→ x)

∑x′ Pr(y→ x′)
(4.13)

P(y|x,r) =
Pr(x→ y)

∑y′ Pr(x→ y′)
(4.14)

P(r|x,y) =
Pr(x→ y)

∑r′ Pr′(x→ y)
+

Pr(y→ x)
∑r′ Pr′(y→ x)

(4.15)

P(x,r|y) = P(x|r,y) ·P(r|y) = P(x|r,y) · ∑x′ Pr(y→ x′)
∑r′ ∑x′ Pr′(y→ x′)

(4.16)

P(r,y|x) = P(r|x) ·P(y|r,x) (4.17)

P(x,r,y) with only unbound parts could be the average of P(x,r|y)·P(y) and P(y,r|x)·
P(x) with P(x) being estimated by the number of previous visits of entity x by the
user. A simple example of computing P(x|r,y) is presented in Figure 4.4

Figure 4.4: An example of calculating transitional probabilities; All relations on the
graph are of type r and the number of accesses starting from node y are given. Ac-
cording to Equation 4.13 P(x|r,y) = Pr(y→ x)/(Pr(y→ x)+Pr(y→ x′)+Pr(y→
x′′)) = 0.25

The that way defined probability of a fact <x′ R′ y′> matching qi =<x R y> in the
context of the user profile, Puser( f |qi), is defined as the probability of user interest
in the unbound parts of the fact f , given that we just learnt from the user formu-
lating the query q that he is interested in the bounded parts of f . However, that
way all interests inferred from this model would be solely based on the observed
interest of the user in some part of the knowledge part, but would not make any
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additional inferences based on vicinity of interests. Alternatively, these probabili-
ties could be estimated from a larger community of users, allowing for predictions
not only limited to the user’s previous interactions, as discussed in Chapter 6. To
also account for the general user interest in the unbound parts of f, we mix this
conditional interest with the general user interest in the unbound parts of f , i.e.,

Puser( f |qi) =





ρ ·P(x|r,y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′)
if x unbound in qi

ρ ·P(y|x,r)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(y′)
if y unbound in qi

ρ ·P(x,y|r)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·P∗in(y′)
if x, y unbound in qi

ρ ·P(r|x,y)+(1−ρ) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′)
if R unbound in qi

ρ ·P(x,r|y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′)
if x, R unbound in qi

ρ ·P(r,y|x)+(1−ρ) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′) ·P∗in(y′)
if R, y unbound in qi

ρ ·P(x,r,y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′) ·P∗in(y′)
else

(4.18)

Here we assume independence, and thus consider the products of user interests in
the unbound parts of f . The general user interest into the relation R is obtained by
aggregating the user interest in facts containing a relation R.

Example

Suppose a user accesses the fact <Britney Spears ISA singer>. Some time later, he
poses the query q = <$x BORNIN Ulm> ∧ <$x ISA $y> i.e., a query consisting
of two templates q1 = <$x BORNIN Ulm> and q2 = <$x ISA $y>. Then the user-
specific background model, Puser(qi) weights the two templates q1 and q2 against
each other based on the probability of user interest in the bound query parts, i.e.,
the user interest in BORNIN Ulm with respect to ISA. For each template the facts
matching the template are ranked based on their unbound parts. E.g., let the two
candidate answers be g1 =

<Albert Einstein BORNIN Ulm>
<Albert Einstein ISA physicist>
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and g2 =

<Hildegard Knef BORNIN Ulm>
<Hildegard Knef ISA singer>

Now, the personalized score for g1 is derived based on:

Puser(Albert Einstein|q1) and Puser(Albert Einstein, physicist|q2)

The result g2 should be ranked according to:

Puser(Hildegard Knef|q1) and Puser(Hildegard Knef, singer|q2)

In the original NAGA ranking, we would naturally expect the informativeness
of Albert Einstein and physicist to be higher than the informativeness of Hilde-
gard Knef and singer due to the immense popularity of Albert Einstein. In the
context of the user profile which documented a user interest in singers, we would,
however, expect Hildegard Knef to have the higher user-specific informativeness.

4.3 Parameter Considerations

In the previous sections we introduced a number of weighting parameters which
could considerably affect how personalization performs. Below we examine the
basic intuition behind how they should be set.

4.3.1 Setting γ

Possibly the most important parameter is γ, introduced in Equation 4.7. It controls
the weight given to the original NAGA score versus the score derived from the
personalized informativeness (Equation 4.18). Properly setting the amount of in-
fluence that personalization has on the result ordering is a general problem present
in all personalization approaches. There are two ways to set the parameter:

1. Static The simplest way to tackle the problem is to let the user control the
weighting parameter with a sliding bar present on the interface. Alterna-
tively, an even simpler solution is to present him with a split screen inter-
face: one side showing the original results (γ = 1), the other displaying the
personalized results (γ = 0).
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2. Dynamic Here we propose a simple way to set γ automatically. The basic
principle is that personalization plays an important role when the results are
ambiguous. We consider two measures of ambiguity: result cardinality and
distance between the different classes involved in the result set.

Result Cardinality A query with a larger answer set offers better opportuni-
ties for personalization while personalization has no effect on a single answer
query. The parameter can be set according to: γ′ = 1/ 3

√
#results. In this way,

we have γ′ = 0.46 for 10 results, γ′ = 0.22 for 100 results, γ′ = 0.13 for 500
results.

Class Distance We consider the distance between the different classes in-
volved in the answer set as another indication for query ambiguity. The fur-
ther away the classes are, the more ambiguous the query. Thus, γ′′ = 1− lans

L .
Where lans is the average shortest path length between the classes in the an-
swer set and L is the upper bound for the shortest path among all classes at
the bottom level for the knowledge base.

The average of the two measures can be taken γ = (γ′+ γ′′)/2. For example,
a query that returned 100 results from classes with lavg = 5, given L = 30,
will have γ = 0.19.

4.3.2 Setting λ

λ is the parameter used in Equations 4.2, 4.4 and 4.6 to control how changes in
the score of one entity or fact influence the scores of others. When it comes to
propagating scores based on edge similarity the decision for the value of λ is purely
based on how indicative we consider the access of a single fact for interest in other
facts. This is not the case when it comes to the spreading activation method for
entity scores. Besides the analogous consideration to the one for facts, here we
also have to consider that the spreading activation method will terminate only when
some propagated score has reached all entities in the ontology. Even though score
propagation is an off-line procedure, it might be practically infeasible to propagate
scores over the whole graph for every single node access. Therefore, we could set
a minimum score threshold beyond which scores are no longer spread. In this way,
only a portion of the graph will be affected during a score update and certain nodes
will be left without personalized scores.

Setting a minimum propagation threshold has efficiency benefits but might also
negatively affect result quality. In the case when a node does not have an interest
score received from the spreading activation method described in Section 4.1.1,
its personalized interest score can be estimated at query time. We consider the
length of the shortest path (l) that meets the propagation criteria to the closest
node ( j) that has a personalized interest score. The estimated personalized score
is then: Pin(i) = Pin( j)

1+l . Thus, there is a certain tradeoff between accuracy, off-line
processing time and processing speed at query time.
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4.3.3 Setting ρ

Equation 4.18 introduces the parameter ρ as a way to mix the scores obtained
from the transitional probabilities and the propagation methods. Naturally, if the
user’s search intent is to re-find information a larger value of ρ is favorable, as
previously directly accessed facts receive higher scores based on the transitional
access patterns. We suspect that in a large ontology such as YAGO and users
with diverse interests the transitional probabilities will have less impact on the user
experience since not many facts will have scores assigned from direct access.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation

Having presented the personalization techniques for NAGA in the previous chapter,
we now describe i) their implementation, ii) the setup of our initial experiment and
iii) its results.

5.1 Implementation

The personalization mechanisms described in the previous chapter have been im-
plemented on top of the existing NAGA code base. The NAGA code base includes
easy to use classes for accessing several different RDBMS products and classes for
handling query and result graphs. Because of this we could focus the development
effort on building the personalization component. The new functionalities were
implemented in a total of approximately 2500 lines of Java code.

Figure 5.1 shows a UML diagram of the classes that implement the personalization
mechanisms. Certain classes that provide simple support functionality have been
omitted to clarity. The most important classes are shown in color. The personal-
izeScores method in ScoreMixer is the function that takes the result set as provided
by the retrieval and ranking functions of NAGA and re-ranks the results according
to the weighted sum of the personalized scores and the original NAGA score. The
methods in the class PerrsonalizedScorer allow to compute the personalized scores
for facts and entities by using the scoring functions in Chapter 4. SANodeScore-
Updater inherits from NodeScoreUpdater and implements the spreading activation
algorithm to update the entity scores for the user profile. DirectionalScoreUpdater
takes care of updating the transitional probability scores. The GeneralEdgeScore-
Updater updates the scores according to the edge similarity measures.

For this project the YAGO ontology was loaded into an Oracle RDBMS and the
original schema, having only two main tables (entities and facts), was extended
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to support the personalization functions. The new schema is presented in Figure
5.2. To implement the notion of the user profile as a snippet of the knowledge
graph USERENTITIES and USERFACTS tie the users from the USERS table to the
entries in FACTS and ENTITIES. ENTITY SCORES holds the scores from the entity
score propagation and EDGE SCORES from the fact score propagation computed
with the help of the similarity between relations in RELATIONS SIMILARITY. The
entries in the table INTEREST SCHEMA indicate the specific scoring mechanisms
and the parameters used when a specific score is computed. In this way, for the
same user and for the same fact we can have several scores which is helpful for
testing and experimentation.

The entity scores are easily computable at query time as most of the work is done
off-line and the task of the scoring function is to retrieve the current score and
normalize it. When it comes to scoring facts based on accesses and edge type
similarity the scoring function could be implemented in the same way. However,
that would mean that after every access millions of facts will have to have their
scores updated. We have taken the alternative approach: only actual accesses are
recorded and we compute the complete fact score and normalize it at query time.

If we make the simplifying assumption that a single database query takes O(1)
time, the spreading activation algorithm takes O(n) time as each node is visited
once in a breadth first fashion. Here n is the number of entities to which score
is to be spread. In practice the operation might require a considerable amount of
time because of the sheer number of nodes in the graph. Updating scores for facts
and keeping track of the directional scores is a O(1) operation as we only record
the access to the particular edge for the user. Retrieving the score for entities also
takes O(1) time. Retrieving scores for facts is an O(m2) operation where m is the
number of relation types. Because of the normalization step we have to compute
the score that each relation adds to the score of all facts based on the similarity
score contribution of all other relations. This leads to a quadratic time computation
which, however, is still a lot faster than explicitly updating the score for millions
of facts after every user interaction.

In the original NAGA implementation the total query time overhead of personal-
ization for the queries in our experimental set (presented in the following sections)
was measured to be around 20% of the time NAGA takes to retrieve and rank
the results. In its most current version, NAGA uses informativeness scores pre-
computed from Wikipedia data instead of accessing an external search engine at
query time. This vastly speeds up the scoring process. In this case, the overhead of
personalization can be several times the time NAGA takes to rank the results.
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Figure 5.1: UML class diagram of the personalization module;
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Figure 5.2: Database schema for the personalization component;
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5.2 Experimental Parameters

For the evaluation we set λ to 0.5 for entities and 1.0 for facts. We present results
purely based on the personalization scores, thus γ = 0. The value of ρ is imma-
terial as we only consider automatically generated profiles without any data for
directional navigation patterns.

In addition, when spreading scores to entities the nodes connected to nodes with a
fan-out greater than 2000 were not considered. This made the score computation
significantly faster with minimal loss of accuracy as the scores propagated to such
nodes would be too small to make a real difference. For the same reasons, once the
score added to the standing score is less than 0.01 no further propagation from this
node takes place. In this way the propagation reaches 2 to 4 steps away from the
entity that was directly accessed. No query time entity score approximation was
used for entities that have not been reached by the spreading activation process.

5.3 Experimental Setup

We use the NAGA semantic search engine to test our score propagation and per-
sonalization techniques. At the time of this evaluation, we did not have access to
user logs1. Instead, we created our own queries and profiles to specifically test the
various components of our techniques. The directional navigation scoring com-
ponent cannot be tested without actual user logs and has been omitted from the
experiments.

Work on improving the efficiency and result quality of NAGA is ongoing. The
latest incarnation of NAGA makes use of pre-computed informativeness score from
Wikipedia data for every fact on the graph. We take this version as the baseline to
which we compare the personalized results. The results presented here differ from
what we reported in [7] because there an earlier version of NAGA was used.

5.3.1 Creation of user profiles

In order to create user profiles, we chose topics from the INEX 2007 Adhoc Track2.
The track makes use of a subset of Wikipedia and around 450 topics are proposed.
Each topic is usually based on an entity. We chose 10 of those topics which were
also available in NAGA’s knowledge base as the basis for generating user profiles.
Table 5.1 lists these topics. For each topic, the query listed in the third column
was fired and the top-10 results were taken as interesting to the user. The entities
as well as the facts corresponding to each of the results were deemed interesting

1Note that the collection of user logs is work in progress.
2inex.is.informatik.uni-duisburg.de/2007/
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Profile Topic Query used to build profile

1. OpenGL What is OpenGL?

2. Java (the PL) All facts about Java
3. Kevin Mitnick All facts about Kevin Mitnick
4. Britney Spears All facts about Britney Spears

5. Friedrich Nietzsche All books written by Nietzsche

6. Yao Ming All facts about Yao Ming

7. Pirates of the Caribbean All actors of the Pirates of the Caribbean movie
8. Levenshtein distance All facts about Levenshtein distance
9. Steven Seagal Movies in which Seagal acted

10. Picasso All of Picasso’s creations

Table 5.1: User profiles generated from topics

for the user, and thus “clicked”. These clicks were then translated into scores and
propagated to other parts of the knowledge base. For example, for profile number 5,
the query fired was: <Friedrich Nietzche WROTE $x>. The top-10 results included
entity bindings for $x (for example, “The birth of tragedy”). Each of these entities
were assumed to have been clicked. In addition, the fact corresponding to the result
(“Friedrich Nietzsche wrote The birth of tragedy”) was also assumed to have been
clicked.

5.3.2 Queries

Once each of the above profiles was set up, we formulated queries to test our tech-
niques. Table 5.2 lists some examples of queries we constructed and the results we
expected to see.

The queries were designed to specifically test the effects of the individual com-
ponents of the user-specific informativeness. The first set of queries in Table 5.2
makes a case for remembering previous accesses to entities. For example, query 2
makes use of the clicks on the entity Java PL (programming language) when the
user searches for interesting facts about Sun Microsystems. The next set of queries
we considered was conceived to test our entity score propagation. For example,
on profile 5 the goal was to test the entity score propagations from Nietzsche’s
books to other books (e.g., The birth of tragedy → category philosophy books →
other instances of philosophy books), as well as, from Nietzsche himself to other
philosophers.

Finally, we constructed queries to witness the effects of our fact score propagation
scheme. Consider for example query 10. Since the profile was generated based on
Picasso’s creations as an artist, we expect the listing of van Gogh’s paintings to be
ranked high, rather than his personal details (such as, birth date, birth place, etc.).
Similarly, profile 9 is concerned with the movies in which Seagal acted in and so,
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Profile Topic Example Query Expected Results

Re-finding Queries

1. OpenGL $x is Graphics library OpenGL on top

2. Java (the PL) $x $r Sun Microsystems Java on top

3. Kevin Mitnick
$x type Computer Security
Specialist

Mitnick’s name on top

4. Britney Spears $x isa American dance
musician

Britney Spears on top

Queries testing entity interest propagation

5. Friedrich Nietzsche

$x isa book
Nietzsche’s books, books on
philosophy

$x subClassOf book
The class of Nietzsche’s books, the cat-
egory philosophical books on top

6. Yao Ming $x subClassOf Player
The classes Houston Rockets
players, basketball players on top

7. Pirates of the
Caribbean

$x subClassOf movie
The classes Pirate films, action films on
top

8. Levenshtein distance $x subClassOf algorithm String algorithms on top

Queries testing fact interest propagation

9. Steven Seagal $x subClassOf movie Action thrillers, American movies
Woody Allen $r $x movies in which Allen was an actor

10. Picasso Vincent van Gogh $r $x van Gogh’s paintings

Table 5.2: Queries generated to test personalization

for query 9, we would expect a list of movies in which Woody Allen acted in, as
opposed to his personal details or movies that he directed.

5.4 Results

On our test queries, our personalization approach produces results which match the
expectations set in the previous section. The top-10 results for each of the evalua-
tion topis are presented in Appendix A. In the following we discuss a couple of the
more interesting examples testing our propagation scheme in more detail. We first
consider the queries on profile 5. Table 5.3 shows the results and ranking returned
by both NAGA as well as our personalization3 for the first query <$x ISA book>.
As expected, the books by Nietzsche ranked very high – in fact, the first 7 results
are books by Nietzsche. In addition, we also have a book written by Kierkegaard,
another well-known philosopher, at rank 9 (“The Book on Adler”). This shows that
propagation and personalization are boosting the right results to the top. How the

3Note that the result ranking presented here are based only on the personalized ranking. We did
not mix the original NAGA score and the personalized score since our goal was to test only the
personalization techniques.
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Rank NAGA Personalization
1. Mythology The Antichrist
2. Gospel Book Fragment The Birth of Tragedy

(Durham Cathedral)
3. Gospel Book (British Library) On the Genealogy of Morality
4. America (The Book) The Gay Science
5. God Speaks Ecce Homo
6. World English Bible Nietzsche contra Wagner
7. Deuteronomy Twilight of the Idols
8. Dorothy (comic book) In a Glass Darkly
9. Leviticus The Book on Adler
10. 6th century Italian Gospel Book The Autobiography of

Charles Darwin

Table 5.3: Results for the query <$x ISA book> based on the profile generated by
<Friedrich Nietzsche WROTE $x>

books reported at position 8 (“In a Glass Darkly” by Sheridan Le Fanu) and posi-
tion 10 (“The Autobiography of Charles Darwin” by Charles Darwin) connect to
Nietzsche is not as obvious since neither of them is a philosophical book nor writ-
ten by a philosopher. A closer look at the propagation revealed that Nietzsche’s
book “The Birth of Tragedy” was written in 1872, the same year that the above
two books were written. Since “The Birth of Tragedy” also belongs to the category
“1872 books”, the score was propagated to the other two books as well. Thus, our
propagation inferred an interest in books written in the times of Nietzsche.

Rank NAGA Personalization
1. US history books Books by Nietzsche
2. World War II history books Philosophy books
3. World War I history books 1895 books
4. World War II books 1889 books
5. Books published by 1908 books

University presses
6. Books published by the 1887 books

Church of Scientology
7. History books about the 1882 books

Latter Day Saint movement
8. History books 1872 books
9. History books on ancient Greece Books by Kierkegaard
10. History books on ancient Rome Travel books

Table 5.4: Results for the query <$x SUBCLASSOF book>
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Similarly, our second query on this profile exhibits effects of our entity score prop-
agation. Suppose a user had shown interest in Nietzsche’s work and was now
interested in browsing other books in the knowledge base, he could issue the query
<$x SUBCLASSOF book>. The results for this query are reported in Table 5.4.
Consider the personalized results. Clearly, the top 9 results are a direct result of
personalization. Results at rank 3 through 8 are the years in which Nietzsche’s
works were published. The result at rank 10 was a “random” result – that is, there
were no other results which could be preferred since all other results had the same
score.

Rank NAGA Personalization
1. livesIn Zundert created The Potato Easters
2. created Sunflowers created Sunflowers
3. created Irises created The Starry Night
4. type Dutch painters created Irises
5. type Flower artists created Portrait of Dr. Gachet
6. type Artist livesIn Zundert
7. isCalled * type Dutch painters
8. isCalled * type Flower artists
9. isCalled * type Artist
10. isCalled * isCalled *

Table 5.5: Results for the query “Vincent van Gogh $r $x” “*” are alternative
names, usually in other languages. They are omitted here for clarity.

Next, we discuss an example pointing out the merits of fact score propagation.
Suppose a user showed interest in the works of Picasso (profile 10), and is now
searching facts about Vincent van Gogh (<Vincent van Gogh $R $x>). Without
personalization we find answers such as Vincent van Gogh lived in Zundert on top
followed by the synonyms under which he was known in various languages. In con-
trast, the personalized results present a number of his paintings on top (see Table
5.5 for the result rankings). This is due to the interest propagation from <Picasso
CREATED Chicago Picasso> to, e.g., <Vincent van Gogh CREATED Sunflowers>
via the relation CREATED.

In summary, we have shown in this section that not only is personalization highly
essential (comparing the ranked result list of NAGA with the personalized list), but
also that our techniques are the right way to proceed. We tested our techniques with
queries for the generated user profiles exemplifying fact and entity score propaga-
tion. We have reported on a subset of the most interesting queries here.
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Chapter 6

Future Work

In the previous chapters we presented a way to personalize search in the knowledge
graph setting and presented results showing that our approach is indeed promising.
Now we turn to future work, discussing ways to further examine the presented
personalization strategy in practice and ideas that extend and improve it. Namely,
we look into ways to satisfy “ad-hoc” information need and ways to make use of
the profiles of a whole community of users to enhance personalization.

6.1 Further Evaluation

The evaluation presented in the previous chapter showed satisfactory results but
due to lack of user data it was limited to testing only the basic functionality of
the approach relying on profiles generated from a single query. To fully evaluate
our method more involved profiles are needed. With richer profiles the complex
connections between entities in YAGO will come into play and provide for more
diverse results, yet, we believe, still matching the personal interests of users.

We plan to collect user data by asking volunteers to spend some time querying
NAGA. Later they will be asked evaluate the personalized results based on the
implicitly created profiles from their initial interaction with the search engine. The
collection of user logs from NAGA and the development of tools to facilitate this
experiment is in progress at this time.

6.2 Community Scores

An alternative ranking can be given to the user based on the profiles of other users
who share interest in the facts that the user is looking for. Users are not clustered
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statically into interest groups, they are formed independently for each query. The
basic idea is to find a set of users who have shown interest in the topic of the posed
query. We can compute this by making use of a calculation similar to the one for
the personalized informativeness but this time over the bound parts of the query. It
can be assumed that users who have scores above the mean have previously shown
interest in the topic. For each of these users we then compute the personalized
scores for the results of the query, as described in Chapter 4. These results are then
averaged and mixed with the personalized score of the user who actually submitted
the query. A more formal description follows below.

First, the average interest in the bound parts of the query is computed among all
profiles where this interest is positive:

Puserbound ( f |qi) =





ρ ·P(x|r,y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′)
if x bound in qi

ρ ·P(y|x,r)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(y′)
if y bound in qi

ρ ·P(x,y|r)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·P∗in(y′)
if x, y bound in qi

ρ ·P(r|x,y)+(1−ρ) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′)
if R bound in qi

ρ ·P(x,r|y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′)
if x, R bound in qi

ρ ·P(r,y|x)+(1−ρ) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′) ·P∗in(y′)
if R, y bound in qi

ρ ·P(x,r,y)+(1−ρ) ·P∗in(x′) ·∑ f ′=(s,R′,t) P∗in( f ′) ·P∗in(y′)
else

(6.1)

Pcommunitybound ( f |qi) =
∑n

j=0 Puser( j)bound ( f |qi)
n

(6.2)

where Puser( j)bound is the interest for user j in the query topic computed as the per-
sonalized informativeness for the bound parts. The set of users with scores higher
than this average are considered to have interest in the topic of the query. Thus, we
can produce a ranking of the results based on the average scores from the profiles
of the users with similar interest. For each answer fact:

Pcommunity( f |qi) =
∑n

j=0 Puser(i)( f |qi)
n

(6.3)
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An alternative ranking can be produced based on these scores and presented in a
separate window. It can also be a part of the general personalized results:

Pusermixed ( f |qi) = µPuser( f |qi)+(1−µ)Pcommunity( f |qi) (6.4)

where µ can be automatically set based on how much the user already knows about
the topic of the query:

µ =
Puserbound ( f |qi)

Pusermax

(6.5)

Here Pusermax is the value of the fact with the highest personalized informativeness
in the profile of the user.

Intuitively the idea seems promising but it is yet to be implemented and evaluated.

6.3 Short-Term User Profile

So far we have been concerned with developing a personalization method that em-
phasizes the long-term interests of the user. However, perhaps the last query or the
behavior of the user during the most recent few searches is significant and should
affect the ranking of search results in a special way.

To model this, a short-term user profile could be built in the same way as the general
profile but based only on the last few queries (perhaps with different values for the
parameters) and used in parallel with the long-term user profile. Besides the fact
that it is build from recent interactions, we can also explicitly maintain freshness.
The aim is to ensure that the scores from the most recent interaction have the most
impact. This can be done by dampening the scores from previous queries every
time a new score propagation starts over the short-term user profile, thus making
the last few queries most significant.

Maintaining a second profile in this manner could be used to emphasize recent
topics of interest. To produce a new score based on both the long- and short-term
user profiles the two scores can be mixed.

6.4 Weighted Entity Score Propagation

Currently, scores from the spreading activation algorithm can flow only along TYPE

and SUBCLASSOF edges. This restriction was introduced in order to avoid topic
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drift. In this way, however, we do not make use of other relations that could exist
between individuals. For example, if the user is interested in the actor Brad Pitt,
score from the node that corresponds to him will be given equally to all other
children of the classes that node belongs to. All nodes that describe actors will get
the same score but intuitively we would expect something else. It makes sense to
expect that the node corresponding to Angelina Jolie, who is married to Brad Pitt,
is somehow preferred during the propagation.

This weighting could be achieved by employing a data-driven approach. Co-
occurrence measures from the web can be pre-computed, implicitly taking care
of relations that exist between individuals. Scores from the spreading activation
could then be weighted according to the co-occurrence value of the node which re-
ceives the propagation score and the node from which the score is received. Google
Sets1 is an experimental product that could readily be used to identify nodes that
should receive higher score during the entity score propagation process.

6.5 Efficiency

The personalization strategy proposed in this thesis has been designed mostly with
result quality in mind. As next steps we will focus on efficiency in the background
and query time computations as well as the storage space required.

1Google Sets generates related item lists from a few examples provided by the user.
http://labs.google.com/sets
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusion

In this thesis we proposed an approach for personalizing search on structured data.
Here we provide a brief summary of all that was presented so far.

First, we covered the motivation for this work. There are two main aspects:

1. Personalization Personalization is the tool to tailor search results to the spe-
cific user. And it is an integral component of any search engine that aims to
go beyond a one-size-fits-all ranking. Users generally do not take the time to
specify exactly what they are looking for even when they have a clear idea
in mind. Personalization has been shown to be a useful tool in presenting
results that are close to what the user intends to find. In this way personal-
ization is also a useful tool for disambiguation.

2. Structured Data Search The need to be able to search for facts rather than
simply text becomes obvious when more complex queries, involving rela-
tionships, produce unsatisfactory results even on the state of the art com-
mercial search engines. Such a query might involve looking for the names
of actors married to writers. While Google shows results from partially rel-
evant blogs and news articles, the semantic search engine NAGA displays
directly the desired list of names.

Thus, the goal of this work is to design a personalization strategy to be integrated
in the structured data search engine NAGA. We accomplish that by creating a user
profile which can be conceptually seen as a snippet of the knowledge graph with
attached scores to its basic elements. Then we use the scores derived from the
profile to rank results.

Our approach bears some basic similarities with works in database personalization
and XML personalization. However, we believe that we are the fist to tackle per-
sonalization in the knowledge graph setting. The method builds upon an existing
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system, but our work is applicable to any search engine that employs a knowl-
edge graph similar to YAGO. The basic unit in YAGO is the fact. Each fact is
constructed by two entities (nodes in the graph) and a relation (edge type in the
graph). <Britney Spears ISA singer> is an example of a fact in YAGO. When a
user searches using NAGA he inputs a query in the form of a graph and is pre-
sented with a ranked list of results, also in the form of graphs. From there he can
choose to explore the graph through NAGA’s graph navigation interface. Results
are originally ranked according to their informativeness (measuring popularity),
confidence (measuring how certain are we that the fact was extracted correctly)
and compactness (measuring how tightly connected a result graph is). Addition-
ally, the background model weighs the importance of different parts of the query
graph, depending on how specific they are.

For purposes of personalization we define the notions of the personalized back-
ground model and the personalized informativeness factor. We aim to utilize all
the properties of the knowledge graph and the specifics of the browsing interface.
The personalized background model is based on the scores for entities and facts.
Entity scores are propagated using a spreading activation method, starting from an
entity that has been directly accessed. As a measure to avoid topic drift, we impose
the restriction that score can be propagated over an edge only if at least one of the
entities that the edge connects is a class. Fact scores are assigned based on the
similarity the directly accessed edge’s relation has with the relation types of the
other edges in the graph. The similarity between two relations is computed by cal-
culating the intersection between the classes that can stand on each side of an edge
for the two relations. Besides these two aspects, we also consider the directional
navigation patterns that the user might exhibit using the graph browser when com-
puting the personalized informativeness. The final score is then a weighted sum of
the original NAGA score and the personalized score.

The personalization method was implemented and tested with a set of automati-
cally generated user profiles. They were generated by translating INEX queries
into NAGA query graphs and using pseudo relevance feedback for the top few
results. Then a set of queries was designed to test the personalized scoring tech-
niques. For all test queries, our personalization approach performed well and met
the set expectations.

In the near future we will perform experiments on a larger scale and focus on
efficiency. Furthermore, we already have ideas how to utilize the information from
the profiles of a community of users and how to satisfy short term information need
by augmenting the current personalization model with a secondary user profile that
keeps track of short-term search goals.

In conclusion, we believe that the proposed personalization approach successfully
addresses the goals for personalization in the emerging setting of semantic search.
The addition of certain extensions is planned and we hope that they will further
demonstrate the usefulness of the methodology presented in this thesis.
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OpenGL

Generating query: <OpenGL ISA $x>
Evaluation Query: <$x TYPE wikicategory Graphics libraries>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Graphics library $x=OpenGL

2. $x=OpenGL $x=IRIS GL
3. $x=OpenGL Easy Extension library $x=Khronos Group

4. $x=Java 2D $x=Graphics library

5. $x=Direct3D $x=OpenGL

6. $x=OpenGL Extension Wrangler Lib. $x=OpenGL Easy Extension library

7. $x=Borland Graphics Interface $x=Java 2D
8. $x= Cairo $x=Direct3D
9. $x= Simple DirectMedia Layer $x=OpenGL Extension Wrangler Lib.

10. $x= DirectFB $x=Borland Graphics Interface

Table 1: Evaluation results for the topic “OpenGL”; Notice how the top 3 results
in the personalized list changed. IRIS GL is the SGI closed source version of
OpenGL. Khronos Group is a consortium that promotes open standards, most no-
tably OpenGL.

Kevin Mitnick

Generating query: <Kevin Mitnick $X $y>
Evaluation Query: <$x TYPE wikicategory Computer security specialists>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=H. D. Moore $x=Kevin Mitnick
2. $x=Michael Howard $x=Chad Davis
3. $x=Bruce Schneier $x=Dennis Moran
4. $x=Tom Cross $x=H. D. Moore
5. $x=Jonathan James $x=Michael Howard
6. $x=Robert Morris $x=Bruce Schneier
7. $x=David Wagner $x=Tom Cross
8. $x=Michael Lynn $x=Jonathan James
9. $x=Kevin Mitnick $x=David Wagner

10. $x=Edward Felten $x=Michael Lynn

Table 2: Evaluation results for the topic “Kevin Mitnick”; Notice that Chad Davis
and Dennis Moran are also hackers like Kevin Mitnick.
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Java

Generating query: <Java (programming language) $X $y>
Evaluation Query: <$x $Y wikicategory Sun Microsystems>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Sun Microsystems Labs, $y=type $x=Java, $y=type

2. $x=Java , $y=type $x=Sun Microsystems Labs, $y=type

3.
$x=Sun Industry Standards Source License,
$y=type

$x=Sun Industry Standards Source Li-
cense, $y=type

4. $x=Storage Tech. Corp., $y=type $x=Storage Tech. Corp., $y=type

5. $x=Java Research License, $y=type $x=Java Research License, $y=type

6. $x=Scott McNealy, $y=type $x=Scott McNealy, $y=type

7. $x=Sun Certified Professional, $y=type $x=Sun Certified Professional, $y=type

8. $x=Sun Grid, $y=type $x=Sun Grid, $y=type

9. $x=James Gosling, $y=describes $x=James Gosling, $y=type

10. $x=Andy Bechtolsheim, $y=type $x=Andy Bechtolsheim, $y=type

Table 3: Evaluation results for the topic “Java”;

Pirates of the Caribbean

Generating query: <$x ACTEDIN Pirates of the Caribbean (film series)>
Evaluation Query: <$x SUBCLASSOF movie>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Films $x=Pirate films
2. $x=Home movie $x=Fantasy films by series

3. $x=Am. WWI propaganda film $x=2000s horror films
4. $x=Am. WWII propaganda film $x=Action films by series

5. $x=American television films $x=1966 films
6. $x=WWII propaganda films $x=Tokusatsu films
7. $x=WWI propaganda films $x=Films
8. $x=WWII navy films $x=Home movie
9. $x=Feature $x=Am. WWI propaganda films

10. $x=American films $x=Am. WWII propaganda films

Table 4: Evaluation results for the topic “Pirates of the Caribbean”;
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Britney Spears

Generating query: <Britney Spears $X $y>
Evaluation Query: <$x TYPE wikicategory American dance musicians>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Pink $x=Britney Spears

2. $x=Johnny O $x=Tevin Campbell

3. $x=Peter Brown $x=Tracie Spencer

4. $x=Chris Brown $x=Paula DeAnda
5. $x=Barry White $x=Pink
6. $x=Janet Jackson $x=Johny O

7. $x=La India $x=Peter Brown
8. $x=Paul Parker $x=Chris Brown
9. $x=Britney Spears $x=Barry White

10. $x=Whitney Houston $x=Janet Jackson

Table 5: Evaluation results for the topic “Britney Spears”; Besides the top result
the other results are also affected by personalization. For example, Tevin Campbell
and Tracie Spencer like Britney Spears were child singers.

Yao Ming

Generating query: <Yao Ming $X $y>
Evaluation Query: <$x SUBCLASSOF player>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Players $x=Houston Rockets players

2. $x=Football player $x=Chinese basketball players

3. $x=US Football League players $x=Olympic basketball players of China

4. $x=US women’s intl. soccer players $x=Street basketball players

5. $x=US Intl. Gulls ice hockey players $x=Milwaukee Bucks players

6. $x=US Hockey League (1945-1951) players $x=Sacramento Monarchs players

7. $x=World Series Cricket players $x=San Antonio Spurs players

8. $x=Volleyball player $x=Toronto Raptors players

9. $x=Football League players $x=Denver Nuggets players

10. $x=Major league players from Panama $x=Miami Heat players

Table 6: Evaluation results for the topic “Yao Ming”; Notice how all personalized
results display different classes of basketball players.
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Friedrich Nietzsche

Generating query: <Friedrich Nietzsche WROTE $x>

Evaluation Query: <$x ISA book>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Mythology $x=The Antichrist

2. $x=Gospel Book Fragment
(Durham Cathedral)

$x=The Birth of Tragedy

3. $x=Gospel Book (British Library) $x=On the Genealogy of Morality

4. $x=America (The Book) $x=The Gay Science

5. $x=God Speaks $x=Esse Homo
6. $x=World English Bible $x=Nietzsche contra Wagner

7. $x=Deuteronomy $x=Twilight of the Idols

8. $x=Dorothy $x=In a Glass Darkly

9. $x=Leviticus $x=The Book on Adler
10. $x=6th century Italian Gospel Book $x=The Autobiography of Charles Darwin

Table 7: Evaluation results for the topic “Friedrich Nietzsche”;

Evaluation Query: <$x SUBCLASSOF book>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=US history books $x=Books by Friedrich Nietzsche

2. $x=World War II history books $x=Philosophy books

3. $x=World War I history books $x=1895 books
4. $x=World War II books $x=1889 books
5. $x=Books published by University presses $x=1908 books

6.
$x=Books published by the Church of
Scientology $x=1887 books

7. $x=History books about the Latter Day
Saint movement

$x=1882 books

8. $x=History books $x=1872 books
9. $x=History books on ancient Greece $x=Books by Sren Kierkegaard

10. $x=History books on ancient Rome $x=Travel Books

Table 8: Evaluation results for the topic “Friedrich Nietzsche”;
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Levenstein Distance

Generating query: <Levenshtein distance $X $y>
Evaluation Query: <$x SUBCLASSOF algorithm>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Algorithms $x=Algorithms on strings

2. $x=Type 1 encryption algorithms $x=Algorithms

3. $x=Type 2 encryption algorithms $x=Type 1 encryption algorithms

4. $x=Type 3 encryption algorithms $x=Type 2 encryption algorithms

5. $x=Search algorithms $x=Type 3 encryption algorithms

6. $x=Type 4 encryption algorithms $x=Search algorithms

7. $x=Graph algorithms $x=Type 4 encryption algorithms

8. $x=Optimization algorithms $x=Graph algorithms

9. $x=Sorting algorithm $x=Optimization algorithms

10. $x=Cryptographic algorithms $x=Sorting algorithm

Table 9: Evaluation results for the topic “Levenstein Distance”;

Picasso

Generating query: <Picasso CREATED $x>
Evaluation Query: <Vincent van Gogh $X $y>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=livesIn, $y=Zundert $x=created, $y=The Potato Easters

2. $x=created, $y=Sunflowers $x=created, $y=Sunflowers

3. $x=created, $y=Irises $x=created, $y=The Starry Night

4. $x=type, $y=Dutch painters $x=created, $y=Irises

5. $x=type, $y=Flower artists $x=created, $y=Portrait of Dr. Gachet

6. $x=livesIn, $y=Zundert $x=type, $y=Artist

7. $x=isCalled, $y=* $x=type, $y=Dutch painters

8. $x=isCalled, $y=* $x=type, $y=Flower artists

9. $x=isCalled, $y=* $x=type, $y=Artist

10. $x=isCalled, $y=* $x=isCalled, $y=*

Table 10: Evaluation results for the topic “Picasso”;
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Steven Seagal

Generating query: <Steven Seagal ACTEDIN $x>
Evaluation Query: <$x SUBCLASSOF movie>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=Films $x=English-language films

2. $x=Home movie $x=Warner Bros. films
3. $x=Am. World War I propaganda films $x=Action thriller films
4. $x=Am. World War II propaganda films $x=American films
5. $x=American television films $x=Martial arts films
6. $x=World War II propaganda films $x=Films directed by Andrew Davis

7. $x=World War I films $x=1990 films
8. $x=World War II navy films $x=1994 films
9. $x=Feature $x=Films directed by actors

10. $x=American films $x=Films based on mystery books

Table 11: Evaluation results for the topic “Steven Seagal”;

Evaluation Query: <Woody Allen $X $y>

Result NAGA Personalized NAGA

1. $x=directed, $y=Deconstructing Harry $x=type, $y=actor

2. $x=created, $y=Stardust Memories $x=type, $y=American vegetarians

3. $x=actedIn, $y=Stardust Memories $x=type, $y=Living people

4. $x=influences, $y=Garry Shandling $x=actedIn, $y=Annie Hall

5. $x=created $y=Mighty Aphrodite $x=actedIn, $y=Manhattan

6. $x=actedIn, $y=Mighty Aphrodite $x=actedIn, $y=Antz

7. $x=directed, $y=Mighty Aphrodite $x=actedIn, $y=Zelig

8. $x=directed, $y=Zelig $x=actedIn, $y=Stardust Memories

9. $x=actedIn, $y=Zelig $x=actedIn, $y=Hollywood Ending

10. $x=directed, $y=Annie Hall $x=actedIn, $y=Sleeper

Table 12: Evaluation results for the topic “Steven Seagal”; Notice that in the per-
sonalized results movies that Woody Allen acted in are emphasized. The classes
that appear in the personalized results are shared with Steven Seagal.
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